This article develops what I call 'prac crip' as an innovative methodology to perform on the page the scholarly realities of working, living and writing with the disability of repetitive strain injury. Prac crip is a prac crit of crips that complicates liberatory crip criticism. It shows how repetitive strain injury changes an approach to practical criticism, but also, by association with 'crit', how practices of practical criticism with repetitive strain injury shift some key uses of the 'crip'. Critical of this mode of criping as well as cripping, prac crip demonstrates the emancipatory limits of practising crip criticism for those crips the work also hurts in the act.

Peter Larkin’s fascination with gleaning runs parallel to the rise of lean. To glean and its derivatives have a ‘distinctive presence’ in his lexis from Pastoral Advert (1988) to Seven Leaf Sermons (2018), a thirty-year period during which lean management has become increasingly global. The article traces through Larkin the eco-politically crucial relationships between the common right of gathering after harvest known as gleaning, historically, a practice for disabled people; the gesture of leaning; and the genealogy of global lean management technologies in the packing of lean meat. The essay explores how disability is an integral part of how its readings are produced, as well as addressing the predicament that work-related upper limb disorders, which are driven by lean managed environments, continue to be driven by writing against lean managed environments.
1. Prac Crip

‘Kaushi, please could you help me type this text as it appears on the page?’ Peter Larkin’s poetry works against the patterns Dragon NaturallySpeaking’s voice recognition data tends to find natural, so it’s really hard to transcribe it without typing.

‘Thank you – where you have put in space with spaces, please could you take the spaces out and press enter, so the spacing will stay the same if the amount of space in the margins changes?’

‘I tried that but then there’s too much space’.

‘No problem we can remove the space’.

Human as strange as rooted, always severely rotated by what located surface: radical gleaning along crush inquests into the current arrest of horizon fluctuants zest towards adjacency.

‘Thanks. With this one could you make a space that’s the size of the “space”? Sorry not the size of a space, but the size of the word space, so five spaces plus a space for the space?’

root trudging the grain of site without estranging the glean but set onto fields of reaped surface all that furthers a vertical clearance out of small caught space

Wake up.

This is what I call doing prac cript. A methodologically innovative attempt to pinpoint and perform what I’m doing when I close read these gleanerly roots of arboreal limbs whilst I cannot lean on my own.

She was initially having difficulties typing due to repetitive strain injury and then started using voice recognising software called as Dragon.

She was previously active and enjoyed her allotment, cooking and working hard. She is now adjusting to pacing herself, correcting her posture and lengthy physiotherapy exercises.
She reported recently being discriminated against for having repetitive strain injury.

Prac crit is a prac crit of crips that complicates key liberatory crip criticism. Pract crit explores how disability is an integral part of how these readings are produced, as well as addressing the predicament that work-related upper limb disorders, which are driven by lean managed environments, continue to be driven by writing against lean managed environments, no matter how emancipatory the theory. The corporeal impact of lean culture’s micro-regressions –microaggressions, and yes – the same ‘small caught space’.

‘They have said that there are no rooms available this morning’.

Larkin’s fascination with ‘the glean’ runs parallel to the rise of lean. To glean and its derivatives have a ‘distinctive presence’ in his lexis from Pastoral Advert (1988) to Seven Leaf Sermons (2018), a thirty-year period during which lean management has become increasingly global.

First used by John Krafcik in the 1988 Sloan Management Review, the term ‘lean’ was coined to describe, develop and disseminate the managerial and technological efficiency innovations of the Toyota Production System to an Anglophone audience. The concept was then influentially expanded, reaching a wide readership, in James Womack and Daniel Jones’ business bestseller Lean Thinking. To its proponents, ‘lean production is “lean” because it uses less of everything’: ‘it does more and more with less and less’.

‘I’m afraid they are still yet to confirm if funds are in place for us to work together next week’.

Go to sleep.
2. ‘too severely rotated by what located surface’

Reach up. Lean the left arm on the desk, stretching the shoulder slightly. Using the extra height, raise the right arm onto the desk. Press the pencil on the middle of the ring finger of the right hand. Lean to the left. Hook the left foot under the right thigh. Hold on. Lean the head to the left, and curve the neck towards the right hand. Hold on. Rub the right hand. Hold.

On examination she has a slight body habitus.¹⁴ She demonstrates a full range of neck movement, but has widespread sensitisation and trigger points across the whole of the trapezius muscle.

She has a scoliosis with no lumbar core stability muscle function, with widespread muscle spasm in her thoraco-lumbar to her upper cervical areas. She has common extensor origin injuries on both sides and both the nerve nets are quite irritable in her arms.

She will need therapy to both hands. She has got obvious synovitis of the flexor tendon of the middle finger on the right and also some minor wear of the type seen in repetitive strain injuries from computer usage to the wrist.¹⁵

Prac crip transcend practical criticism with reference to crip theory.¹⁶ Prac crip rather acknowledges that to adopt the form of the close reading essay would be both to erase the additional labours of writing with work-related upper limb disorder, and to pretend that these are not at every moment a part of the process that require resourcing in the context of an ableist system.¹⁷

This includes spaces for operating a computer with speech in what is largely a silent, open plan work culture; assistance for some manual tasks and digital ones the software cannot do; discovering alternative methods of composition; changes to the work environment; and time.¹⁸

Prac crip does not begin with the text on the page. It moves instead ‘inquests’. In a quest requiring effort, rather than questing on one by choice; an anticipatory inquest for living bodies. And as the inquest/arrest rhyme attests, not yet held to account. The challenges presented by disability in an academic context are described as ‘an extra workload […] equivalent to having another part-time job’.¹⁹ The role: internationally managing and problem-solving new challenges of original research meets disability as PI of multi-disciplinary team RSI.²⁰ Unremunerated.²¹ University stifles its RSI diversity.

‘too severely rotated’
You were triggered following discrimination at work. At times your thinking was very elated e.g. “with my injured hand I’m going to start the revolution”.

Prac crip shows how repetitive strain injury changes an approach to practical criticism, but also, by association with ‘crit’, how practices of practical criticism with repetitive strain injury challenge some workings of crip. Whilst key critic Petra Kuppers celebrates ‘cripping the act of reading’ as an ‘embodied, luscious’ way that ‘you can write as a critic through your own crip sensitivity’, prac crip, in a playful mode lent by the colloquial shorthand prac crit, calls this up short to enact what for some crip critics becomes sensitized through participating even in crip critical labours. Critical of this mode of crippling as well as cripical, prac crip shows not only the seductions but the limits for liberation of practising crip criticism for those crip (and crip in the making) the work hurts in the act.

Prac crip holds back from the efforts of discursively and disciplinarily supplying the eroticism ableism gives me in deficit. Prac crip refuses itself, crippily cutting crippling in order, as Alison Kafer writes, to be ‘not preserving one’s body for productive work but […] refusing such regimes in order to make room for pleasure’. Prac crip distrusts a critic’s ‘cripple’s aesthetic’ drawing on ‘pleasures of the texts’, where materially engaging with this general thrust gives me less energy to thrust my—

Prac crip exists not to demonstrate the capacity to carry on writing with less than what is needed, but to show in the act of writing that work-related upper limb disorder is not something that can be given a one-off technological fix, or just carried on with anyway. For the design of work environments say close reading comes with carrying.

Someone needs to educate you about not bringing into the library things you cannot carry. Once lifted he refused to take it down from the high platform he had placed it on to search until I asked repeatedly.

Prac crip lets rip offering less than a reverent silence for absent silent working. Disability can be an auricular moment.

Prac crip documents how carrying needs cash, communicating, and their privileges, and how precarious agency workers (with what access to sick pay or disability leave) support a precarious grant holder (with what access to sick pay or disability leave) with manual handling and logistics of poetry about lean managed environments. With manual handling and logistics of somebody else’s books of somebody else’s poetry.
Prac crip makes collective crip critical labours visible.28

2014: Library Support Assistant attempts to scan Lean Earth off Trees Unaslan.29 The scanner is broken.

2015: Library Support Assistant photocopies Lean Earth off Trees Unaslan:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Task Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24/04/2015</td>
<td>Letter of authorisation to K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/04/2015</td>
<td>Print off K’s letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/05/2015</td>
<td>Change for K for photocopying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/05/2015</td>
<td>Bring authorisation for K and sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/05/2015</td>
<td>Bring spare rucksack for K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/05/2015</td>
<td>Taxi to college and bring books for K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/06/2015</td>
<td>Bring in Larkin books for K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/06/2015</td>
<td>Room bookings from Sat onwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/06/2015</td>
<td>Ask K to reissue Larkin books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/11/2015</td>
<td>Follow up re K’s payment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: Unpaid Support Assistant
Subject: FW: Unpaid Support Assistant
Subject: Concerns around lack of response to correspondence

2016: A friend and colleague carries Give Forest Its Next Portent to be part of a pilot micro-exhibition and installation at Schumacher College.30 With 70 other artefacts, and possibly his own copies of Peter Larkin. Over a bridge.

2017: Library Support Assistant pushes Lessways Scarce Among and Give Forest Its Next Portent in and out of security for inspection by the Capitol Police during Fellowship at the Library of Congress. And me. Following injury to my tibial tendon from opening with my foot the heavy door I could not hold, whilst administrators negotiated needed accommodations long after being told.

2019: Study Support Assistant attempts to digitise my notes on Larkin using an assistive technology scanner. The scanner is broken.

Subject: Unpaid study support assistant
Subject: Continued access to the reasonable adjustment of study support assistance
Subject: Urgent: study support assistance
Repetitive. Strain.

Prac crip shows that writing with and on these adapted, assisted critical labours still simultaneously produces the disability it destabilizes and politicizes.

3. Peter and the Dragon

‘Thank you Kaushi. I’m going to write up the thing about the spaces as part of my article submission’.

‘Hah that was funny wasn’t it. The language needs to be so precise – you can’t just use your voice!’

‘Yes, and strictly speaking we should probably align it right as well and match the indents, but let’s call this enough talk about the spaces for now’.

Prac crip is prac crit in crip time. Prac crip explodes the prac crit essay clock, challenging an article’s normative pace with interruptions from malfunctioning equipment.

Slow and Disabled Add-ins

‘Work faster and smarter [...] There’s a Dragon for anyone who wants to be more productive’.

‘Dragon will never leave you speechless’, write the marketers of the voice recognition technology. Except when it does. Except when word games become brand names.

And except when vocally controlling a computer leads language to dysphonia with a harsh rasp. Or, in the words of a common Dragon NaturallySpeaking error message: ‘you may continue dictating but some speech may become unavailable’.

Prac crip unveils the unavailable.

‘Sorry Peter for the error in the quotation. I use voice recognition software to control my computer: it heard your “rule” as “role”, and it’s a challenge to proofread dictation because our training as readers, and our writing technologies are largely designed to detect typographical errors, rather than the whole phonetic replacement of words’.

Prac crip also avails the too-veilable.
As I first dictated parts of Larkin’s texts around the same time as messages to my line manager my ‘role’ crept into the ‘rule’. With Dragon NaturallySpeaking the quotation was imbued with the sound of labour.

Re: Larkin – “glean an unleaning” (2015)
still using voice recognition software to access my computer for all my roles

If it is roles that break the rules, who gets to speak naturally?

Thank you for re-referring this lady back to me. I saw her for a block of voice therapy to address a muscle tension dysphonia.

Thank you for referring this pleasant 30 year old, who gives a history of intermittent dysphonia for the last 18 months [...] her problem came on because she has to use her voice for 8 to 10 hours a day. This is because she is unable to use a computer because of repetitive strain injury, and has to use speech recognition software.

Thank you for re-referring this pleasant lady. She continues to have to use her voice heavily as she has repetitive strain injury on her right wrist and cannot type. She very clearly finds that when there is prolonged use of her voice that this deteriorates. It is almost akin to “repetitive strain injury” of the larynx. [...] I am very grateful to you referring her back for ongoing voice therapy support and development of strategies to give her appropriate voice breaks.

Dictated but not signed to avoid delay

COM returned an unexpected error code

4. ‘Human as strange as rooted’
Tongues, like trees, and words have roots. As ‘as strange as’ becomes ‘estranges’ Dragon further estranges Larkin’s strangeness into NaturallySpeaking; all the more strange for being estranged from itself. ‘Human as strange as rooted’, ‘Human estranges rooted’. The roots of Larkin’s woods and words tangled with the root of my tongue.

Dragon’s tongues also have roots. Larkin’s poetics become NaturallySpeaking as Dragon learns his corpus, incorporates his innovation into acceleration and reroutes both. Roots digital, deferred, different from the digital,

(prac cri is a disabled person using assistive technology to communicate their reading and getting stuck)

differigital.
Prac crip is a disabled person using assistive technology to communicate the method of reading linguistically innovative literature and getting stuck, as the word they have created to describe it is not yet in their software's vocabulary list, and wondering: who most gets to write about work they can barely cite?39

People in the UK of working age who have disclosed a disability: 16%40
UK postgraduates who have disclosed a disability: 11.5%41
AHRC funded doctoral candidates who have disclosed a disability: 5.5%42
UK teaching and research academics who have disclosed a disability: 4%
UK research academics who have disclosed a disability: 3%
British Academy Postdoctoral Fellows who have disclosed a disability: 3%, unpublished43
UK research academics who have disclosed multiple disabilities: 0.2%44
RCUK funded academics who have disclosed a disability: negligible, unpublished45

Prac crip is a disabled person using assistive technology to research their readings and getting stuck. Getting stuck on ‘human’.

Submissions should be made electronically through this website.46
4. ‘radical gleaning along crush inquests into the current arrest’

In a slip of a Dragon’s tongue Ruth, as well as roots, surfaces in Roots Surfacing Horizon.

Prac crip notes that some typographical errors have been not silently corrected.48

Roots radically reroutes the biblical gleaner Ruth.49 ‘Radical gleaning’ distils and disrupts the earliest extant canonical gleaning narrative, as instead of the practice of gathering in the fields after harvest leading to marriage and patriarchal genealogy, there is a gleaner’s opportunity to stop, a rest of the current. At first sight ‘radical gleaning’ suggests gleaners having greater rights.

But the action of radical gleaning may also be currently what is arrested, or a process that is its own arrest. ‘Radical gleaning’ can be an oxymoron. Politically, it is not ‘radical’ not to resource the basic needs of all. Nor can it be radical to ask to glean, where to do so is not asking fully for what you need or desire. Gleaning can be radical only on the surface.

Prac crip, like radical gleaning, is compromised. Its radical claiming of crip for chronic work-related upper limb disorders at best can only be an act of gleaning as long as it works within ‘I therefore make the reasonable request for reasonable adjustments under the terms of the Equality Act 2010’, when, more radically, I desire a post-ableist, liberated society and scholarly culture.50

In British history, gleaning was often permitted only for disabled people.51 But this connection might go back to the root. Ruth, who asks for more than what she can traditionally glean by right, could have asked not out of flirtation, but from obliviousness that social conventions around gleaning were or should be any different; could have clung to Naomi as much for familiarity as familiar devotion.52 Her preservation through perseveration in gleaning, rather than a sign of her poverty and oppression, as her socio-economic situation is the same as Orpah’s who did not glean, is a sign of an autistic woman having the relative, temporary, freedom to act on some of her needs for stimulus, before that ‘zest’ is arrested.53

Ruth is not just uprooted by seeking refuge in lean times, she is ‘as strange as rooted’: not just a stranger, but odd; oddly attached and set in her ways; and, by comparison with Orpah, more than arrested by grief. Ruth is my scriptural Autist sister crip with an interest in gleaning, recognized after millennia.54
Prac crip with ‘a rhetoric that tics’ radically criticises how that historic gleaning right sticks in practices of only supporting the right of crips that might not practically be able to take it.\textsuperscript{55}

I therefore make the reasonable request for reasonable adjustments under the terms of the Equality Act 2010.

I therefore make the reasonable request for reasonable adjustments under the terms of the Equality Act 2010.

I therefore make the reasonable request for reasonable adjustments under the terms of the Equality Act 2010.

Repetitive. Strain.

In Larkin’s phrase there is violence. The gleaning that is radical because a root does it can only move by ‘inquests’ because the agricultural practice of gleaning is most commonly about gathering ‘what’? wheat, and so stems, and as such for gleaning to be something done by a root as part of its ‘radical’ or rootness, requires the root to stem itself – cut itself off, cut in 2 itself.\textsuperscript{56}

There are no thoughts of suicide and no history of self-harm or harm to others.

I therefore make\textsuperscript{57}

I therefore make

Repetitive. Strain.

Prac crip critically does not pretend its own crip poetics only engender ‘pleasure’ in order for their ‘claiming of crip to be embodied with criticality’, when the material practices behind creating its almost compulsory rhetoric of eroticism are a toxic crush that mostly gets me further from getting off.\textsuperscript{58}

5. ‘along crush’

‘Radical gleaning’ happens ‘along crush’ because the idea of roots attempting to pull themselves along by their own

(prac crip is a disabled person using assistive technology to communicate their reading and getting stuck)
rootstraps

has roots.

Prac crip notes the absence of a self-directed therapeutic eco-recovery narrative, where either engaging with Larkin’s Feldenkrais-like language liberates my body, or sowing the seeds of Dragon’s Tongue Rocket on my allotment, leads me to regain my health and voice.59

Prac crip instead notes the growth of couch grass roots on my allotment, the grass taller than I am, obscuring from my horizons the salvaged shed where I read: 'What is it we turn towards, detached in sifts, that gleans into shape?'60 And how whilst turning towards reading and writing about common right and gleaning, including Larkin’s notes on gleaning as ‘a cultivated bricolage’, typed ‘using a very worn ribbon on [his] then ancient typewriter’, access to my own common right comes under threat.61

NON CULTIVATION

Following a recent site inspection, your plot has been identified as being in an uncultivated condition. Failure to comply may result in the issuance of a Notice to Quit for non-cultivation and the tenancy being terminated.

And the tenancy being terminated.

Prac crip cultivates disruption of canonical crip theory’s silent textual production. Alison Kafer writes, ‘I have a hard time even typing “cultivating disability” because it is almost impossible to imagine’.62 I have a hard time even typing “cultivating disability” and dictating it with Dragon.

A gleaning root travels along a ‘crush’ that is ‘a variety of fault in coal’; the geological faultlines of those previously petrified.63 Petrified into the pattern of roots that have gone before; ‘forced out by squeezing or pressing’.64

‘Radical gleaning’ also travels along the ‘crush’ that is the space managed by the current structures of animal agriculture, ‘a funnel-shaped fenced passage along which cattle, sheep, or horses are driven for branding, dipping, etc’.65 Et cetera: radical gleaning is driven along by the structures and strictures of lean meat production.

Prac crip shows that Kaushika has no aspiration to become ‘cow shaker’ but to be ‘Kaushi care’. Kaushi has seen Cowspiracy.66 She worries that her future employers
after vet school may make her work on the wrong side of history. We worry that Dragon NaturallySpeaking finds her name so hard to understand.\(^{67}\)

Lean thinking is founded upon lean meat.\(^{68}\) As Naomi Shukin argues, the Fordist production line, the model for Toyota, is ‘premised on the ulterior logistics of animal disassembly that it technologically replicates and advantageously forgets’.\(^{69}\) To consider this part of Larkin’s poetry with his commentary on ‘radical pastoral’ would be to diminish the more radical stance about the use of animals present in his text by inviting conversations about literary form, such as what kind of pastoral ‘radical pastoral’ is and what kind of shepherding does it entail, which present a disciplined distraction from the more pressing point of the ecological problems of meat production as such.\(^{70}\) In ‘radical gleaning along crush’, Larkin is more engaged in the critique of the lean practices of animal agriculture that are a leading cause of climate crisis than his self–positioning as a “conservative” innovative poet and prose onto–theological emphasis on scarcity foreground.\(^{71}\)

This kind of ‘lean’ is a crucial part of ‘radical gleaning’, surfacing too in ‘crush’ as ‘cartilage, or soft bones of young animals, easily crushed by the teeth’.\(^{72}\)

Prac crip tells how for cartilage to be crushed, those driving animals after the crushes of animal agriculture are also crushed by repetitive strain injuries.\(^{73}\) For the technologies of the packing houses, extracted into lean management and spread across the world, crush.\(^{74}\) Repetitive strain injury beyond the slaughterhouse is an extension of the disassembly line, an embodiment of being leaned upon too heavily.\(^{75}\) Crushed: ‘to put down, subdue utterly, extinguish, stamp out’.\(^{76}\)

Prac crip is dictated by contradiction.\(^{77}\) Prac crip critically cribs from and crips the texts of my medicalized body, leaning against them whilst aware that the lean technologies and environments of this labour remain part of that medicalized body’s conditions of production.

6. ‘the current arrest’

Note to the

slipe

setters: all quotations from Larkin are to appear with inexpert lineation, carrying the trace of their own mediation. Say an author and editor, both with typing injuries: as Peter’s page aesthetic is fully justified, so aesthetically fully justified are we.
[EDITOR’S NOTE: during the production of this special issue on Peter Larkin’s work it has become clear that the quotation of his prose-poetry in fully-justified PDF format and the left-justified XML format give quite strikingly different views of his poetry on the page]

Human as strange as rooted comma

Prac crip accidentally slips into the articulation of punctuation, Dragon’s settings setting my mindset whether or not I am wearing my headset.

colon radical gleaning along crush inquests into the current arrest

*Nerve conduction studies measure the function of nerves and muscles. The nerve is stimulated using a small electric current.*

*Natalie has felt invisible [...] very positive and believes she can create a more feminist working environment*

They were using a voice recognition system. I said I felt

*Please say that again*

Strain: ‘Extreme or excessive effort [...] laboured or affected diction’

I said I felt

*The nerve will be stimulated by a mild and brief electric shock.*

*You were also tearful on a daily basis.*

Strain: ‘To raise to a high state of emotional tension’

I said I felt

the nerve pain after the shocks is like lightning

Strain: ‘Pressure or exigency that severely taxes the strength, endurance, or resources of a person or thing, or that imperils the permanence of a feeling, relation, or condition’

*Natalie appeared to have good insight into this [...] and reported recently being discriminated against for having repetitive strain injury.*

Strain: ‘An injury done to a limb or part of the body, esp. to a muscle or tendon, through being forcibly stretched beyond its proper length’
Full body muscle spasms hard wiring everything that was hurting before into a horrible brain pain circuit coming on relentlessly every 6 seconds.

Distal to the dorsal distils to the dorsal this ictus this ictus this ictus. This myoclonic ictus. This singe this seethe this sear.

‘Crush’ is also a ‘crackle, as wood thats readie to breake’ (Cotgrave); ‘to crackle, crash, clatter’.

He talked to me about Ruth and the roots of gleaning while he did it.

She could arrest the investigations at any point...if she so wished.

A root cannot glean, nor Dragon’s tongue speak without a glitch.

Strain: ‘A stream or flow of impassioned or ungoverned language’.

Natalie reports a voracious appetite

In this little off the shoulder hospital number

I said I felt

Reports that when she writes she is compelled to write this in a sing song acoustic fashion

Strain: ‘a musical sequence of sounds; a melody, tune. transferred. A passage of song or poetry’.

I said I felt

Reported having “grand schemes” in relation to academic work

Kaushi, please

I said I felt

Natalie admits to grandiose I delusions as outlined above.

I said, I felt

Invincible
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Notes

1 A note on the text: this article was prepared by Natalie Joelle using Dragon NaturallySpeaking Professional 15 voice recognition software, and it would not be possible without the administrative support of Kaushika Ratnayake, Study Support Assistant, Randstad. What follows is a reflective record of the article’s means of production, undertaken with mutual consent following a decision that the social benefits of saying something about this outweigh the risks of increasing our affective labour. The article also includes found text from my medical records, anonymized and incorporated, for the purpose of no longer being only about me, not to devalue the often kind and wise labour of the clinicians quoted here. Other found texts include software error messages, records from paper diaries, email correspondence, and formal complaints.


3 Ibid., sec. 5, p. 149.


7 Larkin, ‘Roots Surfacing Horizon’, sec. 5, p. 149.


9 I would not have said that I use the word ‘glean’ all that much but you have shown this is not really the case and that it has a distinctive presence’, Larkin, Peter to Daniel Eltringham and Natalie Joelle, ‘Pastorals Workshops’, 1 December 2014.


14 To consider the gendered dynamic of ergonomics, see Caroline Criado Perez, *Invisible Women: Exposing Data Bias in a World Designed for Men* (London: Chatto & Windus, 2019).


18 Due to ‘ableist barriers over which one has little to no control […] Disabled people might need more time to accomplish something or arrive somewhere,’ Kafer, ‘Time for Disability Studies and a Future for Crips,’ p. 26. My correspondence and paper diaries suggest that the recent BBC coverage, quoting information from the Department for Education for England to the effect that ‘it can take up to 14 weeks to get the support in place’ under the Disabled Support Allowance (DSA) scheme underestimates this figure, in some instances, by a multiplier of 12: over the equivalent of 3 years, or the entire length of many undergraduate programmes. Beth Rose, ‘Disabled Students Miss out on University Fund,’ BBC News, 14 August 2019, section Disability <https://www.bbc.com/news/disability-47651296> [accessed 6 November 2019].


20 For a useful visual representation of 46 kinds of certain, probable and possible encounters a person with RSI has at macro level, see Hilary Arksey, *RSI and the Experts: The Construction of Medical Knowledge* (London: UCL Press, 1998), p. 5.


22 Kuppers, pp. 93, 94.

23 Everyone is virtually disabled, both in the sense that abled-bodied norms are ‘intrinsically impossible to embody fully, and in the sense that able-bodied status is always temporary, disability being one identity category that all people will embody if they live long enough’ Robert McRuer, *Crip Theory: Cultural Signs of Queerness and Disability* (New York: New York University Press, 2006) p. 305; For an exploration of disability and the working body, see Sophie Hope and Jenny Richards, ‘Manual Labours’ <https://www.manuallabours.co.uk/> [accessed 28 August 2020].


Kuppers, p. 95. And, after Sophia Maier, V. Jo Hsu, Christina V. Cedillo, and M. Remi Yergeau’s fantastic, ‘GET THE FRAC IN!’ Or, The Fractal Many-Festo: A (Trans)(Crip)t 1', *Peitho*, 22.4 (2020): there is also a frac load at stake by being ‘in’ the academy and being rhetorical in the multiple disabilities that can arise from these labours.


Rather than bend disabled bodies and minds to meet the clock, crip time bends the clock to meet disabled bodies and minds', Kafer, *Feminist, Queer, Crip* p.27.


cf. Sandra Alland, *Naturally Speaking* (Toronto, ON: espresso, 2012), p. 29: ‘the software is preprogrammed with many words not found in the average dictionary […] an abundance of names of corporations and right-wing politicians. If I say something Dragon doesn’t understand, it will often type something like “Coca-Cola Margaret Thatcher”’. Gratitude to Sandra and Bernard Kelly at espresso for assistance in making the text of this excellent and now hard to find pamphlet available.


Average grant holders at this level with a declared disability 2011–2019, Ken Edmond to Natalie Joelle, ‘Equality and Diversity Monitoring Statistics’, 11 November 2019. For years 2011, and 2014–16 inclusive, the percentage of award holders disclosing a disability was nil.

Table 5 – HE academic staff by disability and academic employment function Academic years 2014/15 to 2017/18 HESA.

The numbers disclosing a disability are small in the other data sets coupled with a significant number choosing not to disclose or unknown. We will continue to monitor this data internally; UKRI, p. 2.


The language of speech recognition software is more than the kinds of discourse in Stephanie Strickland, Dragon Logic (Boise, Idaho: Ahsahta Press, 2013), as Alland shows. The majority of Dragon errors – ungrammatical tenses, pluralisation, missing words – are edited out of the present text’s partial performance.


51 ‘Able-bodied’ persons were prohibited from gleaning only ‘in part to protect the interests of the vulnerable’; it was ‘in the interests of landowners to get the precious harvest in without mishaps due to delays’. Irina Metzler, A Social History of Disability in the Middle Ages: Cultural Considerations of Physical Impairment (Oxford: Routledge, 2013), p. 79.

52 ‘Gleaners [...] were not to touch the sheaves or bundles. Instead, they were to pick up the loose stalks of grain the workers have left behind in the field. Ruth [...] asked for special privilege not usually accorded a gleaner’. Jerry Gladson, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Ruth (New York: Edwin Mellon Press, 2013), p. 205.


55 Ibid., p. 31.

56 Gleaning can have many objects, as Agnès Varda explores in the essay film The Gleaners & I (Les Glaneurs et La Glaneuse) (Paris: Cine Tamaris, 2000); This argument considers only its most iconic object, as in Jean François Millet, The Gleaners, 1857, Musée d’Orsay, Paris.


58 Nielsen.


62 Kafer, Feminist, Queer, Crip, pp. 45–46.


65 ‘Crush, n.’ 4c; I’m grateful to Carol Watts for our conversations and her ‘Zeta Landscape: Poetry, Place, Pastoral’, in Placing Poetry, ed. by I. Davidson and Z. Skoulding (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2013), pp. 281–304, which has made me attentive to this language in Larkin’s work.


69 Insofar as Shukin refers to the recent managerial trends discussed here by the brand-name of ‘Toyotism’, rather than evoking the traces of animal flesh contained in the term ‘lean’, on this matter her otherwise excellent account itself helps replicate a form of ‘historical amnesia’, Nicole Shukin, Animal Capital: Rendering Life in Biopolitical Times (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2009), pp. 79–80.


72 ‘Crush, n.’ 5.

Joelle, ‘Gleaning Lean Culture’; Natalie Joelle, ‘The Unpacking Plant: Gleaning The Lexicons of Lean Culture’, in Thinking Veganism in Literature and Culture, ed. by Emelia Quinn and Ben Westwood, Palgrave Studies in Animals and Literature (London: Palgrave, 2018), pp. 199–221; See also Jasbir K. Puar, The Right to Maim: Debility, Capacity, Disability (Durham, N.C: Duke University Press, 2017), p. 30: ‘To whatever extent living is, can be, has been, or continues to be a maximal output of energy and capacity with a minimal set of resources, many populations are engaged at some moment, if not continuously, with their slow deaths’.


Amber DiPietra begins to reflect on similar tensions in Bartlett, Black, and Northen: ‘I needed to find ways to spend less time at the computer doing my “writing” because this work exacerbates my chronic pain [...] a somatic need which, I feared, contradicted my pride at being a writer of disability poetics’; p.273. cf. Abi Palmer, ‘No Body to Write With: Intrusion as a Manifesto for D/Deaf and/or Disabled Poets’ in Stairs and Whispers, pp. 107–17 (p. 108): ‘As I lie awake at night, waiting for my fingers and wrists to recover, I vow to myself that this essay will be the last time I allow a literary form to outweigh the experience of my own body’.


‘Strain, n.2’10 b.

‘Strain, n.2’13 c.

‘Strain, n.2’13 a & b.
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